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The luxurious OPI Finger Facial Pedicure
offered by the NailBar at Juice helps you
put your best foot forward.

W

ith foot spas becoming more and more
luxurious, the new OPI Finger Facial Pedicure
is surely the ultimate indulgence for your
feet! This treatment makes use of the OPI
professional range of products such as the
Soak, Soften, Scrub, Mask, Massage and Smooth to leave
your feet rejuvenated and glowing. Just the thought of a
pampering pedicure with the new OPI range was inviting,
and I landed up at the Nail Bar at the Juice Hair Salon to get
soft and
beautiful feet!
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on the nails and soaked in the hot water for 2-3minutes
followed by cleansing and cuticle cutting.
The OPI Soften is then massaged onto my feet and wrapped
in a towel for 5 minutes. To soften the rough skin, the OPI
Scrub is applied and scrubbed for 5-7minutes to de-tan
and remove the dead skin. And after washing my feet with
warm water, a generous portion of the OPI Massage Cream
is applied and massaged for 10-15minutes. Then the skin is
cleansed thoroughly using a hot napkin.
The avocado, grapefruit and tea tree oil extracts in the
products not only offer a wide range of benefits to the skin but
also make for an indulgent spa experience with the refreshing
aromas! After all the scrubbing and cleansing, hot paraffin
wax is applied and my feet are wrapped with aluminum foil
and kept for about 10 minutes. Then the wax is peeled off
and a leave in application of OPI Smooth and OPI Soothe
is applied. Finally, my toes were painted with a funky shade
of OPI nail lacquer and I was left with supple and gorgeous
feet!SS

Duration: 60 minutes
Price: Rs.1000-1200
Available: NailBars @ Juice Mumbai.
Branches: Khar (26045317), Pali Hill (26052641) ,
Colaba (22151108) and Vashi (67934581).

